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Abstract: Information on the Web is increasing every day, the searching problem also increased. Indexing involves
constructing a structured access to web content to facilitate search result. Retrieving relevant result is difficult due to
traditional keyword based search which lack semantic. To address this issue, queries need to be disambiguated by
considering the context (concept) using semantic search terms to index the search engine. However, user query may
reflect multiple domains of interest which may lead to collection of semantically related terms. This paper discussed
query terms with semantic search for retrieval of web content using different semantic indexing techniques. This would
increase precision and recall for the semantic search when compared to traditional search. This would derive search
related terms in the retrieved result taking into consideration the advantages, limitations on each of the techniques.
Categories and Subject Descriptors [Information Search and Retrieval]: Clustering, information filtering, query
formulation, Search process
Keywords: Semantic Search, WordNet, Ontology, Latent semantic indexing.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Due to the huge amount of content and document
repositories stored on the web, the problem of relevant
search increases. The ability to access and retrieve relevant
information remains a difficult task. The lack of efficient
indexing method is still a major problem to information
retrieval system. This is mainly because web is only
understandable by human and the information cannot be
processed by machine. The traditional retrieval systems
have limited abilities to exploit the conceptualizations
involved in user needs and content meanings due to
inability to describe the relation between search terms. The
search engines are keyword based which have not bridge
the gap of vocabulary mismatch problem in retrieval
system.
The word mismatch is a problem in the usage of natural
language [1] User request need to be understandable by
the retrieval system to avoid mismatch of terms, query
may reflect multiple domain of interest. The indexers and
the user do not always use the same terms, where
synonymy terms may result in failure to retrieve relevant
documents with a decrease in recall. Subsequently,
polysemy may cause retrieval of irrelevant documents,
thus decrease in precision retrieval. Subsequently,
different researchers in the same field can name the same
term differently [2]. This poses difficulty in text or large
database expressing the same concept [3] The goal of
semantic indexing is to use semantic information that is
within the terms being indexed to improve the quality of
information retrieval, unlike the traditional indexing
method that is based on keyword matching. The use of
semantic, index the concepts it contains rather than just the
terms used to represent it.
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Current information retrieval system needs to focus on
using additional knowledge in order to retrieve relevant
documents. The idea is that high-level of semantic content
information can be accurately modelled using conceptual
indexing so that related documents that may not share the
same terms are still represented by nearby conceptual
descriptors [4]. According to [5] described two categories
of conceptual-based information retrieval approaches. The
first category extracts semantic meaning from documents
and queries by exploitingand model global usage patterns
of terms. It forms latent relationship between texts terms
and it known as Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [2]. This
method is based on statistical approach and pattern that
relies on co-occurrence information to enhance retrieval
system such as weight loss, diet, exercise, eating right.
However, the second category employs the use of external
semantic structures that map document representations to
concepts. This is based on the concept of Semantic Web
[6] which manually or automatically constructs taxonomy
of semantic concepts and its relations for mapping
documents and queries to taxonomy. The vital tools in
searching for information and related resources in a
Semantic Web (SW) is the Ontology. The ontology is used
in information retrieval for query expansion, indexing and
retrieval [7].
Different methods have been used to deal with vocabulary
problem in query formulation such as interactive query
refinement,
relevance
feedback,
word
sense
disambiguation and search results clustering. But the most
prominent technique is to expand the original query with
suitable words that best capture the actual user intent.
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These knowledge would improve the semantic search,
understand the intent of the searcher with contextual
meaning of terms and generate more relevant results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the related works on semantic indexing,
document representation and similarity matrix. Section 3
describes different methods of indexing their advantages
and limitation. In section 4, we conclude our work and
recommendation.
2.0 RELATED WORK
Traditional techniques are unable to understand the
meaning of the content, the documents and queries are
represented by a bag of single words. This is due to the
ambiguity, mismatch in the representation of the
documents collection and imprecision in user queries
which are inaccurate. However, semantic indexing is
based on representation of the documents and requests by
the senses of the words (concepts). This effect can be
reduced in the retrieval system by utilising the conceptual
indexing methods to improve the performance of a domain
specific retrieval system. The approach raises the
ambiguousness of the words and would solve the problem
of disparity of the terms. In [8] proposed a semantic
indexing model which exploits both the logical structures
and the semantic contents of documents.
The semantic used in retrieval mapped words to concepts
in its representation [9] where documents are represented
as a set of concepts. Concepts usage will result in a
retrieval model that is less dependent on the specific terms
used however, [10] used the semantic knowledge instead
of keyword-based index for efficient searching. Latent
Semantic Indexing (LSI) exploits the use of statistical
relation to determine the semantically relevant content as
long as the relations are generated automatically from
document. The degree of match between the query and
documents retrieved are highly ranked in statistical
approach [11] The assumption is that the more often
terms co-occur in both the document and the query, the
more relevant the document is with respect to the query
[11]. However, the documents are represented as an index
term based on the retrieval model to reflect its unique

representation in a t-dimensional vector. Unfortunately,
the method does not achieve greater performance. The
semantic search aimed to solve the problem of keyword
based model so that machine can understand the intent of
the searcher. Semantic Web is a way to increase the
precision of information retrieval systems. Therefore,
additional external semantic structures (information
resources) are needed for mapping document
representations to concepts. Such resources can be
dictionaries, thesauri and ontologies [12]. In
{13],integration of knowledge through the use of WordNet
to expand user‟ query over a collection with minimal
textual information. However, [14] suggested that
indexing with WordNet synsets can improve information
retrieval. However, [15] presented a method of relating
concept from ontology to the documents in the retrieval
system. However, concept from one ontology would be
different from concept in another ontology. Word sense
Disambiguation techniques can use resources such as the
Wordnet thesaurus [3] or co-occurrence data [16] to find
possible senses of a word and map word occurrences to
the correct sense.
3.0 SEMANTIC APPROACH FOR DOCUMENT
REPRESENTATION
In this section, we describe semantic representation
approach on document-concept matching. Concept based
matching can be seenas an alternative approach to
keyword matching. This can be used to tackle the
problems of polysemy and synonym where both
documents and queries are represented using semantic.
The approach consists of building from a given semantic
knowledge sources (LSI, Wordnet or Domain ontology),
the concept pattern that best described the document
content and the computation of term weights is influenced
by the context. Representations of information resources
and query are based on concepts so that words that are
ambiguous can be disambiguated as in figure 1. The
knowledge repository gives information about concepts
and their relationships with other concepts. This will
enable conceptual matching between extracted concepts
that are relevant with the help of knowledge repository.
Knowledge
Repository

User Query
Expand with
Knowledge
Source

Extract
Concepts

Match Concept

Relevance Scores
and Ranking

Information
Resources
Figure 1: Conceptual Indexing Information Retrieval System
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The set of terms in the documents can be grouped into a
subspace but there is need to use an automated approach to
achieve it. This can be achieved by clustering information
according to concepts. Search results clustering is an
efficient method to make the search results easier and it
works better on snippets (a summary of the search results),
which is different from document clustering [17].

An orthogonal matrix U consists of term in each of the
document collections and transpose of an orthogonal
matrix V consists of document D in the new space, the
diagonal matrix  contains the singular values of A in
descending order. Also, a user's query is represented as a
vector in k-dimensional space and which are compared to
document collection.
The
matrix
A
can
be
represented
as:
3.1
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)
Using LSI to understand the semantic content of a Term(t )  t1 , t 2 t n that appear in each Document (d)
document collection enables the definition of a logical
d , d d n of a given query (q). The matrix A is
semantic view. According to [18] described LSI to solve = 1 2
the problem of lexical matching using statistical derived decomposed so that U , V and  can be found. Then,
conceptual indices. These are used to determine the set of
rank ( A)  r for k i  r .
terms, word relations (e.g. synonyms) and the strength of
these relations. LSI is a similarity metric that is an However, the new document vector and query coordinates
alternative to word overlap measure and dimensionality in the reduced 2-dimensional space are found and finally
reduction. But [19] presented a concept-driven algorithm the similarities (for instance Cosine similarity) between
for clustering search results, the Lingo algorithm, which the rank documents in decreasing order of query are
uses LSI techniques to separate search results into calculated.
meaningful group but do not consider building semantic This approach only works well with relatively small
relationships between the groups. However, common number of dimension with query compared to every
phrase are extracted using suffix tree clustering technique document in the collection.
and concept induction using latent semantic analysis is
3.2
Wordnet Ontology
conducted.
In order to have a better semantic, the knowledge resource
LSI can be represented in 2 or 3-dimensional space for (Wordnet) is used in generating context vectors. This
visualisation, however, a mathematical technique named knowledge resource understands the semantic content of
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used for the the document and detects the concepts in ontology of the
representation. In LSI model, term-by-document matrix is clustered documents. WordNet ontology is used to extract
performed by low rank and yields a new representation for synonyms and hyponyms words and documents are
each document in the collections. This represents allocated based on the concept of the ontology.
projection into the latent semantic space, therefore, SVD Consequently, hypernym of each concept are detected and
decomposes an n- dimensional space (original space used to construct corpus related ontology. For each word
representation) into a k-dimensional (lower) space, this or multiword concept candidate formed by combining
implies n  k . The SVD takes matrix A and represent it adjacent words in text phrases, the ontology is checked
using those words just as it is, however, the base forms are
as Â in a lower dimension space where A is orthogonal used which represents the document content better. This
matrix U , a diagonal matrix  and transpose of an would enable reuse of resource although the corpus
changes might omit some concepts with different form
orthogonal matrix V :
which might appeared in the source text and ontology.

A  UV T

(1)

Use Domain
ontology e.g. Medical

Expansion
Wordnet

User ‘Query

Extract Concept

Weight Based
on Wordnet

Conceptual
term Matrix

Figure 2: Concept-Based Term Weighting
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Using Wordnet approach introduce additional source of
term importance which can be used for term weighting.
This is used to find the conceptual information of each
term using Wordnet ontology, however it determine the
generality and specificity for a term such as the senses,
synonyms, hypernym and the hyponyms (sub-concepts).
Concepts from the Wordnet ontology are extracted from
the user „query as in figure 2 and identify those that
occurred in the document collection, these are used as a
substitute to idf. However the base form of each words are
used such as rain, rains, raining etc. The Concept-Based
Weighting value of a query determines the importance of a
term.

more accurate results than that of the direct search when
structured.
4.0 DOCUMENT INDEXING

Documents are retrieved based on the cluster the best
related to the pattern or taxonomy, this will discard the
irrelevant document in the collection. In the vector space
model, document representation is based on query and
content information. The integration of query and
document space is the document-representation vector
space model which improves the reliability and accuracy
of the feature terms of documents. However, the
documents representation (indexing) is one of the
3.3
Domain Ontology
preprocessing techniques that are used to reduce the
Based on the Wordnet ontology, domain Ontology can be features complexity of the documents.
used to assist in the formulation of the user query and
provide access to documents collection. From the figure 2, i. Feature Extraction
the approach expands the user‟query by exploiting the rich Documents can be represented by a wide range of different
semantics of ontologies [20]. Domain-based representation feature descriptions. There are two kinds of processes
has been recently used in [21] which exploits the involved in text documents representation; these are
hierarchical IS-A relation among concepts that indicates document indexing and term weighting.The first step of
the meanings of words based on the hierarchy. For the documents representation is to extract text document
instance, the hierarchy of “medicine” would have been from the collection so that text preprocessing techniques
indicated from the ontology hierarchy. This is done by are applied on it. The part-of-speech (POS) tagger
mapping the query cq  (c1 , c2 ...cn ) to the ontological processes the token and attaches a part of speech to each
word. The tagger is used to tag the retrieved document to
user profile. Each query context is semantically related to perform linguistic transformation using Natural Language
concepts from the ontological user profile. News domain Toolkit. A training set is created by tagging sentences with
was used to expand the query by introducing several form the correct senses of its contained words. The POS tagging
of normalization for the semantic constituent with respect gives information about semantic constituent of a word
to the length of lexical chains and the size of the and the structure corresponds to meaning units and
documents [22]. An experimental analysis was performed semantic analysis is performed.
on queries that were refined using the domain independent Berry (2007) explained that information extraction
ontology and query was given directly to the search engine willinvolve many complexities if tokenisation process is
[23], the experiment shows that domain ontology gave not done in the retrieval.

Document
Collection

Word
Extraction

Tokenization
and POS
tagging

Remove stop
word

Stemming &
Lemmatisation

Frequent
count

Word normalisation involves stemming and lemmatisation
but these techniques produce a normalised form of web
documents retrieved. . For example, the words “train”,
“training”, “trainer” and “trains” can be replaced with
“train”. While lemmatization replaces the suffix of a word
with a different one or removes the suffix of a word
completely to get the basic word forms (lemma). A
Wordnet-based which belongs to the group of dictionary
lemmatisation algorithms is used.

naturally create overlapping groups and well handle cross
topic documents. In the document, vocabulary extraction
process used concept frequency-inverse document
frequency (cf-idf) for its representation. Concept (C j ) in

ii. Feature Selection
Using semantic indexing techniques are used to identify
the meaningful concepts. The documents are allocated to
these concepts using cosine similarities. The techniques

function of the term frequency, collection frequency and
normalization factors.Hence, the weight of each concept is
calculated. The weight of concept j in the document i , T is
represented in form of Matrix A (CFij  Di ) .
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the documents is represented as the concept frequencydocument. The document ( Di ) represents the document
vector and each document selected is related to the cluster
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Wij  cf ij  idf i



D

idf  cf i , j  log

 df ( j )  1 

(1)

(2)

where cf is the total no of concept in the documents and

idf is:
Table 1: Concept by Document Matrix
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4.1 Computing Similarity between Query and Concept
A similarity measures can represent the similarity between
two documents, two queries or one document and one
query. Similarityestimates the degree of similarity of a
document d j with concept i to a query q as the
correlation

between

d j and

the vectors

q.

The

vocabulary with a low frequency, the value is low
compared to that with a high frequency,The correlation
between query and concept in the document collection can
be quantified by different similarity measures. Since,
wij  0 and wi.q  0 Sim(q, d j ) varies from 0 to 1. A
variety of similarity or distance measures have been
proposed and widely applied but the mostly commonly
used is cosine similarity measure.
The query and documents are represented as concept
vectors, the similarity of query and documents
corresponds to the correlation between the vectors. This is
quantified as the cosine of the angle between vectors.
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Output: Conceptual patterns C & Frequency F.
Step 1: Read each snippet D, store it in database and
perform data cleaning operation.
Step 2: for each snippet D do
if term is same as C then replace C by X
end
Step 3: for each snippet D do
if X  D then extract all conceptual patterns from D
end if
end for
Step 5: for each conceptual pattern do
Perform stemming operation.
end for
Step 6: Find the frequency of all repeated extracted
patterns.
Step 7: Return Patterns C & Frequency F.
Step 8: Compute Similarity
5.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
From the review works, it shows that keyword-based
search method produce low recall and precision, high
dimensionality when querying the information retrieval
system. With semantic based indexing techniques,
retrieval of information produced better precision and
recall are achieved by using conceptual pattern.

Sim (q, d j )  cos(q, d j )
q, d j

c2 d n

(3)

Using structured queries allow expressing more precise
user‟s needs, leading to more accurate results. This
The cosine is a normalized dot product, therefore the reduced polysemy and takes care of synonyms term in the
documents are ranked by decreasing the cosine values.
documents using conceptual methods. In future research,
the techniques can be enhanced to measure semantic
4.2
Algorithm: Conceptual Pattern Extraction
similarity in automatic synonym extraction, query
Input: Snippets D returned by the web Search engine for suggestion and semantic retrieval.
query concept C
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